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USB to Lightning cable Choetech IP0026, MFi,1.2m (black)

Choetech IP0026 USB to Lightning cable
Get  the ability  to  quickly  charge your  iPhone.  The Choetech IP0026 cable  provides up to  2.4A and features  wide compatibility.  It  also
allows you to transfer files at speeds of up to 480Mbps. The product has also received MFi certification, which means that it allows not
only fast, but also safe charging of Apple devices. At the same time, the cable is extremely durable and resistant to wear and tear.
 
Fast charging, fast data transfer
This practical  cable is  perfect  for  a variety of  applications.  It  allows you to quickly charge your Apple devices with up to 2.4A.  You no
longer have to wait too long until your iPhone is ready to work again! The product also allows you to transfer files instantly. It provides
transmission speeds of up to 480Mbps - now you only need a few moments to copy the photos or documents you need!
 
Wide compatibility
The  cable  is  distinguished  by  its  compatibility  with  most  Apple  devices  equipped  with  a  Lightning  port.  With  its  help  you  can  easily
charge, for example, an iPhone Xs, 8, 8 Plus, 7 or 6s Plus. It will also work well with various iPad models. In addition, the MFi certification
guarantees charging performance and safety.
 
Rugged design
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Don't be afraid of having to replace the cable with a new one too soon. The IP0026 model will surprise you with its durability! The product
is  equipped with  a  durable  TPE  plastic  coating  that  protects  it  from damage.  It  is  not  even  intimidated  by  bending  or  pulling!  What's
more, the high-quality cable ensures reliable, high-speed transmission.
 
Brand
Choetech
Model
IP0026
Type
USB to Lightning
Color
Black
Current
2.4A max.
Transmission speed
Up to 480Mbps
Material
TPE
Length
1.2m

Preço:

€ 11.60

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB do Lightning
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